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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016131540A1] The invention relates to a piece of jewelry which has an outer part (10) and an inner part (20) movably received in the
interior (12) of the outer part so as to allow a relative movement between the inner part (20) and the outer part (10) in a direction of movement. The
outer part (10) surrounding the inner part (20) has at least one opening (13, 13') through which at least one sub-region of the surface of (20') of the
inner part (20) is visible. The inner part (20) can be fixed in a first index position, in which a first sub-region of the inner part (20) is visible through the
opening (13; 13'), and in at least one second index exposition, in which a second sub-region of the inner part (20) is visible through the opening (13;
13'), relative to the outer part (10). According to the invention, the outer part (10) has at least one magnet element (18a, 18b), and the inner part (20)
has at least one complementary magnet element (28a, 28b; 28a-28c; 28a-28d); the magnet element (18a; 18b) or the magnet elements (18a; 18b)
of the outer part (10) is/are arranged in the outer part in a defined position; and the magnet element (28a, 28b; 28a-28c; 28a-28d) or at least one
magnet element of the inner part (20) is arranged on or in the inner part (20) such that the magnet element (28a, 28b; 28a-28c; 28a-28d) or at least
one magnet element can be moved closer to the at least one magnet element (18a, 18b) of the outer part (10) by means of the relative movement
of the inner part (20) and can be moved away from the at least one magnet element by means of another relative movement of the inner part so that
in the first index position and at least in the second index position, at least one respective magnet element (18a, 18b) of the outer part (10) interacts
magnetically with at least one magnet element (28a, 28b; 28a-28d) of the inner part (20).
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